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Stochastic linear programming problems are linear programming problems in which
one or more data elements are random variables. Two-stage stochastic linear pro
gramming problems are problems in which a first stage decision is made before the
random variables are observed. A second stage, or recourse decision, which varies
with these observations, compensates for any deficiencies that result from the ear
lier decision. In this paper, an algorithm for solving stochastic linear programming
problems with recourse is presented. Referred to as Regularized Stochastic Decom
position, the algorithm is a major improvement over the original Stochastic Decom
position algorithm. It was developed to be computationally more efficient than the
original by introducing a quadratic proximal term in the master program objective
function and altering the manner in which the recourse function approximations are
updated. The addition of the quadratic regularizing term in the master program
objectivefunction justifies a cut dropping scheme that allows one to bound the size
of the master programs. The algorithm is applied to a water resources problem
assuming continuous random variables.

INTRODUCTION

The original Stochastic Decomposition (SD) algorithm (Higle and Sen, 1991) for
solving two-stage stochastic programming problems combines the use of sampling
procedures to estimate the objective function with a decomposition method similar
to the L-Shaped method of Van Slyke and Wets (1969). A major handicap of the
SD algorithm is that the size of the master programs solved in each iteration of the
method increases progressively. In order to alleviate this problem, Yakowitz (1991)
introduced a quadratic proximal (regularizing) term to the otherwise linear objective
function of the SD master program making possible a cut dropping scheme similar
to that given in Mifflin (1977) and Kiwiel (1985). Convergence results have been
strengthened by including such a quadratic term in mathematical programming
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algorithms which are otherwise linear (Kiwiel, 1985; Ruszczynski, 1986,1987)
In attn to eliminating unnecessary constraints from the master program anew updating mechanism for the retained past cuts that is statSy moSed

and takes advantage of information obtained in each iteration of the L'rithmt
proposed. An adaptive method to determine when to make additional rSuaUon
52?ITr "??m (YakOWitZ> 1991'1994^ The -^ant Sthm"reterred to as Regularized Stochastic Decomposition (RSD)

The algorithm described in this paper is applicable to awide class of water re
ource problems such as water reuse planning problems. An exjp^h^eouires
•rrLTr? ?Par^ °f"reS6rV0ir 'ad <*** S*stem *«* »to supperZirrigation of crop land is considered. Yeh (1985) and Reznicek and Chen,,(w7) re
v,ew modeling efforts in reservoir management and operations indSffi.Sc
discrete random variables or discrete approximations leading to large size det^Z
•sfc equ.vale„t programs which are expensive to solve sincere consequence of the

•ttn lf?H "• reqmreS ^ tHe S6COnd Sta*e be solved *»• every possibleTaVza! •SI" tLudes°m ~"H-- SD —«-•«- b. applied eye^ withJnt^
This presentation is organized as follows: Apreliminary discussion of the general

tat sectiQn. This is followed by adetailed description of some of the algorithm
rtWrTsecr^r6r^ 'Bd alS°rithmiC St™* -les - —St
and the tin ?" ^ TT*""^ " ^^^" the f°rthe Sectiondalles S° " aPPl'ed *° " aSSUmiDg ^"uously distributed random

PRELIMINARIES AND ALGORITHM SUMMARY

The two-stage stochastic linear program with recourse can be stated as follows:

Min f(x) = cx + Ez[Q(x,u>)]
s.t. x e X C R"'

where

Q(x,w) = Min gy

s.t. Wy = u —Tx

V>0,

matrix' Jj {l'Al ^ 6,} " TmPact convex Polyhedral set. Ais aknown m, xn,matrix, and c, ? and bare known vectors in R">, R"*, and Rm, resT>eclivel*
ditrlTw?'*;isoefinedonaprobabilityspace<h-^>.**^ *Sdistribute function Jb. fi is acompact set, and £*[•] represents the mathematical

BBBggswggtwaiWBSfflaiagsa?^^ ibhw
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expectation with respect to Gj. The specified matrix W is m2 x n2, and T, which
can be stochastic or deterministic, is m-i x r%\.

The RSD algorithm produces a sequence of points {xk}kLu referred to as "in
cumbent solutions",- a sequence of directions, {cfe}]£.!, and a sequence of "can
didate" solutions, {zk}tL2- These sequences are related by Zk+i = a:* + dk for
A; = 1,2, — In iteration k, the direction dk is determined through the solutionof a
quadratic master program. Beginning with an initial incumbent solution, a candi
date is acceptedas the next incumbent if its estimated objective valueis sufficiently
lower than that of the current incumbent solution.

Given a candidate solution Zk and an observation o?jt of a>, a subproblem that is
the dual to the recourse problem given above is solved:

(Sfc)
Q(zk,cok) =Max 7r(wjk - Tzk)

s.t. 7T e II = {n : ttW < q}.

where n is an 7712 dimensional row vector. We assume that II is a non-empty
compact convex polyhedral set. Therefore, |Q(x,o;)| < 00 for all (x,w) G X x O,
and this implies that (P) has the complete recourse property (Wets, 1982).

The quadratic master program (Mfc) of the RSD algorithm is given by:

(Mk)

Mm{i||d||2 +^(d) : xt +d6X},
where

uk(d) = max{#(zt + d)}. (1)

The function Vk{d) is used to approximate the objective function of (P) at Xk + d
using linear approximations (cuts) of / denoted by /£(•)• The superscript indicates
that the cut is associated with the jth candidate solution, Zj, while the subscript
indicates the iteration in which the cut was last updated (the current iteration in
this case). The size of the index set Jk C {1,2,...,/:} is constrained and thereby
acts to limit the size of the master program. The set Jk is redefined in eachiteration
of the algorithm. The precise definition of this set and that of the cuts are given in
the next section. The solution of (M*) is denoted by dk and the k + 1st candidate
solution is given by zk+i = Xk + dk.

A summary of the steps of the algorithm is now presented. Suggested initializa
tion and other details of the steps (including how the cuts are formed) will follow
in the next section.
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Summary of the RSD algorithm

Ster^O. k <r- 0. Initialize: w0, *o, d0, f$(x0) = cx0 + Q(x0iu>0), zx = x0 + do,
J° = 0.

Step 1. fc *— A: + 1. Generate random vector.

Randomly generate an observation, a;*, according to its distribution.

Step 2. Solve subproblem (S*) at Zk and save it's solution.

SteP 3- Determine the cut at zk. Evaluate fk(zk) using the current and past solu
tions to (Sj<).

Step 4. Update past cuts and re-evaluate the cut associated with the current in
cumbent solution if necessary.

Step 5. Determine the kih incumbent solution.
If the estimate of / at Zk is significantly lower than the estimate of / at Xk-\ then
xk <— zk- Otherwise, Xk <— xjb-i.

Step 6, Drop cuts and solve master program (Mk).
Determine Jk C J*-1 Uk and solve (Mfc) to obtain dk and vk(dk). Set zk+i =
Xk + dk.

Step 7. Determine if stopping criteria are met. If so, stop. Otherwise, return to
Step 1.

ALGORITHMIC DETAILS

Initialization of the algorithm, Step 0, can be accomplished in many ways. One
obvious choice would be to let o>0 = E[uf]t and choose x0 6 argmin {ex +Q^x^q) :
x GX}. do <— 0, zi <— xo. In Step 1ofeach iteration, wjt isgenerated independently
of previous samples.

Function approximation

RSD utilizes estimates ofthe objective function f(x). These estimates are produced
as in SD as follows:

Let V denote the set of all extreme point solutions of the recourse problem, and
let Vk C V be the set of extreme points of (S*) identified in the first k iterations
of the algorithm (Step 2). For t = 1,2,..., ifc, let tt* satisfy

7if e axgmax[fl-(tjf - Tzk) : tt 6 Vk]. (2a)
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At Step 3 of the kth iteration, an estimate of a support of / at zjt is given by

1 *-•• ft(x) =cx +^nk(ut-Tx). (26)
<=i

As iterations progress, the cuts will be updated and the subscript on / incremented
to indicate that the updating has been performed. Representing this function in
terms of the variable d we obtain:

fk(xk + d) = a\ + (c + pl){xk + d),

where

1 *a£ =-]TV*u;t, (3a)
t=i

and

# =-i£>*T- (36)

Updating

With each iteration, previously generated constraints lack information
gained from subsequent sampling of the random variable u>. Note that for any x
and ujt

Q(x,ut)>Tr(ujt-Tx) VttGV.

In particular, since V^ C V, for all k

Q(x,Ljt)>7r^(u}t-Tx).

Yakowitz (1991,1994) proposes the following update of the coefficients of past cuts
(those with superscripts j < k) in iteration k at Step 4:

i k~l i * k
k= ~T~ *-x + k*kWk

p{ =^ti-i - 5^,
where ak and J3^ are defined as in (3). With this updating scheme the piecewise
linear approximation i/jt(d) defines a statistically valid lower bound of the objective
function in (P).
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Since a particular solution may remain as the incumbent over many iterations
and the functions {fk}kj=1 represent astatistically motivated, piecewise linear ap
proximation ofthe convex function /, the cut associated with the incumbent solu
tion should be re-estimated whenever

fk(*k-i)>fkyk-1(xk-1)i

where yk-i denotes the iteration that the k- V* incumbent solution, xk-U was
accepted. Kthe number of iterations between re-estimations of the cut at the in
cumbent is bounded then the function estimates at the incumbent solution converge
to the actual value (with probability 1). The re-estimation can be accomplished as
m(2) replacing the superscripts with 7*^ and using the current set of subproblem
vectors, Vky and xk-i in place of zk.

Determining the next incumbent solution

In Step 5, the kth incumbent solution is determined. Since zk =xk-i +dk-U the
quantity vk-i(dk-i) - /^(zjb-i) represents the amount of descent anticipated
in the k- 1st iteration in moving from xk-i to zk, while fk(zk) - f^fa-i) is
the descent the function estimates actually exhibit in the kth iteration. Thus zk
becomes the kth incumbent, xk, if '

/*(**) - fk-^h-i) <Aifc-iMb-i) - /^(sjb-i)), (4)
where ^ is afixed parameter such that 0<fi < 1. Satisfaction of (4) implies that a
sufficient fraction of the anticipated objective value reduction is attained. In such
cases xk = zh. Otherwise, the incumbent does not change and xk = xfc_i.

Dropping master program constraints

At each iteration of the original SD algorithm, one additional linear inequality-is
added to the master program. After a large number of iterations, the number of
constraints can become burdensome. Many of the constraints do not play a role in
defining the optimal solution to the master program.

When the incumbent changes, descent is indicated and elimination of constraints
that do not define the piecewise linear approximation near the new incumbent is
desired. In iterations that the incumbent does not change, one should retain the cut
that is associated with the current incumbent solution as well as those constraints
that define^the piecewise linear approximation near the current candidate.

Let J xC{1,2,..., k- 1} be the set of indices that define vk-i(d) in (1) in
iteration k- 1. Let nx be the dimension of 1, the first stage decision variable By
Caratheodory's Theorem (see Bazaraa a.nd Shetty, 1979), at most n, | 1constraints
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are needed to define a solution to (M*-1). The active constraints are identified as
those with non-zeroLagrange multipliers. Most quadratic programming subroutines
automatically provide the associated Lagrange multipliers with not more than rt\+1
of them non-zero (Kiwiel, 1985). Since the constraints associated with X, the
feasible region of the first stage variable, are fixed, we are concerned only with the
multipliers Xkmml, j € J ~1, that are associated with the constraints indicated by
(1) at djfe_i. Let J*"1 = {j e Jfc_1 : A{_x > 0}. The set Jk is defined as follows
in Step 6.

j* = J*-1 u {-»,*}.

Thus, a finite master program size of at most rii -f 3 constraints can be maintained
in any iteration.

Since the termination criteria are related to the convergence results of the algo
rithm, discussion of these will follow those results in the next section.

CONVERGENCE RESULTS AND TERMINATION CRITERIA

Convergence results

In this section a way to easily identify a subsequence of the incumbent solutions,
{xjt}, k = 1,2,... whose accumulation points are almost surely optimal solutions
of P is described. Lemmas, theorems and proofs that establish that there exists
such a sequence appear in Yakowitz (1991, 1994). The following theorem (stated
without proof here) is a result of the limiting behavior of the sequence of incumbent
cuts (Theorem 2, Higle and Sen, 1991) and a consequence of the quadratic term in
the master program (M*), which bounds the anticipated descent in moving from
xk to zjt, in each iteration (Lemma 2, Yakowitz 1991,1994).

Theorem 1. (Lemma. 3 and Theorem I, Yakowitz, 1994)
Let {dk}k%1 be the sequence of master program solutions. Then there exists a
subset of indices, K', such that {dk}k£K' —* 0 almost surely and if K is any index
set such that

{xk}keK —*• Zoo, {dk}k£K -* 0,

then Iqo is an optimal solution of (P) almost surely.

A description of how to identify such a subsequence is now given. Since with
probability 1 there exists an infinite subset K' such that {dk}keK' —* 0, any ac
cumulation point of {xk}keK' is an optimal solution of (P) with probability 1, by
Theorem 1. When the incumbent changes only finitely often, the unique accumu
lation point of the incumbent solutions is an optimal solution with probability 1.
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When the incumbent changes infinitely often a method to identify a subsequence of
the incumbent solutions that accumulates at optimal solutions is needed.

Let S0 be sufficiently large and define constants fi2 < fix < 1 (used to prevent 6
from decreasing too rapidly). Then, Sk is defined as follows:

-{Mfc-i, if ||<**|| < M*-i;
min[ Sk-ij ||d*||], otherwise.

The monotonic sequence {Sk}^ converges to zero, with probability 1, since there
exists, by Theorem 1, a subsequence ofindices, K', such that {dk}keK, -»• 0. The
set of indices K' can be defined as follows:

*' = {*:«*!! <fc-i}. (5)
Clearly, K' is an infinite set since either 6k = Hi6k-i infinitely often or 6k = \\dk\\
infinitely often. Since 6k -> 0, we then have {dk}keK, -* 0and obtain the following.

Corollary 2. Let {xk}^ be the-sequence of incumbent solutions identified by
the algorithm, and let K' be the index set defined in (5), then every accumulation
point of {xk}keKi is an optimal solution ofP, with probability 1.

Termination criteria

Since the cuts used to constrain Mk are derived from set Vk, termination of the
algorithm at Step 7 should be considered only after a sufficiently large number of
iterations have passed in which no new vector in V has been found.

Astatistical summary, 77*, of the incumbent objective values, fkk(xk), can be
used to monitor their progress. In particular, for those iterations corresponding to
the subsequence denned in (5) (i.e. ke K') one can test whether the following is
satisfied.

W*(**)l (6)
We use an exponentially smoothed average defined as

,t =/^/2*(*t)+ (!->>»»-!, if *e JT*;
i 7?fc-i} otherwise

where A€ (0,1), and 770 is appropriately chosen.
Termination should not be considered unless ||dfc|| is small. One can use the se

quence {||dfc||}fceir' to compute a statistic, pk, similar to that above. The algorithm
may be terminated if for k £ K' we have

pk < c.
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Meeting all of the criteria described above is suggested in order to avoid prema
ture termination.

A WATER RESOURCES EXAMPLE

While the convergence results given above require that the probability space be
compact, most real world examples are not so obliging. The following example
illustrates the use of the algorithm for random variables which violate the compact
ness assumption. In particular gamma distributions are assumed for the annual
precipitation and inflow to a reservoir.

Problem description

To illustrate the RSD algorithm the following hypothetical situation is considered.
A small dam is to be constructed across a river in Arizona providing the facility
for the storage of water delivered by means of a canal for agricultural use, or for
downstream use by direct releases of the water. Water for agriculture can also
be purchased from an outside source, such as the Central Arizona Project (CAP),
or pumped from existing groundwater wells (the amount pumped restricted by
recharge estimates). The first stage variables are the capacity R of the reservoir
and the capacity C of the canal. The second stage variables include the amount
of water xa released from the reservoir for agriculture, the amount of water Xd
released downstream, the amount of water xg pumped from groundwater, and xe>
the amount of water obtained from the external source (i.e. CAP) for agricultural
use. These are determined after the stochastic rainfall, inflow and downstream
demand are realized. The first stage objective is to minimize the maintenance cost
of the dam and canal system given by crR+ccC. We assume that the initial cost of
building the dam and canal systemis to be amortized over an extended period and
is reflected in the maintenance costs. The second stage objective is to minimize the
cost of purchasing or pumping water, cexe 4- cgxgi minus the crop yield revenues,
which are directly proportional to the water used for irrigation, r(xa + xe+ xg).

First stage constraints impose upper and lower bounds on the reservoir and
canal capacities, which are given by Rmaz, Cmax and .Rmtn, Cmin respectively.
The initial storage level of the water in the reservoir at the end of stage 1, $i, is
assumed to be a fraction (random) of the capacity R. The following second stage
constraints are imposed:

C - xa - xe - xg > 0 (7a)

\R <32 <R (76)
5

R-^(xa+*d)>0 (7C)
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52 + Xa + Xd = Y + Si (7d)
Xd>M (7c)

Wmin ~ P < Xa + Xe + Xg < Wmax ~ P (7/)

Xg<—(xe+Xa+P) (lg)

Constraint (7a) ensures that thecapacity ofthecanal is adequate to handle theflow.
The constraints of (7b) guarantee that the storage s2 at the end of the second stage
does not exceed the reservoir capacity or drop below | of the reservoir capacity.
Constraint (7c) requires that the reservoir capacity be at least | of the total water
released for agriculture and downstream use. This constraint is a surrogate for a
more complicated constraint system that would insure that peak demand could be
met. IfY represents the stochastic inflow to the reservoir, (7d) is the water balance
equation, that is, the changein storage, s2—Si must equal the inflow minus the out-

.flow from the reservoir. The next constraint, (7e), requires that the water released
downstream must satisfy a minimum stochastic demand, M. The set of constraints
(7f) bounds the amount of water for agriculture, including the stochastic precipita
tion, P, between a minimum, wmin, and maximum, wmax, crop requirement. The
last inequality, (7g), restricts the water pumped from groundwater for agricultural
to amounts less than the recharge ofthe aquifer, which is estimated in this example
to be 10% of the precipitation and water from other sources applied to the fields.

Thus, if we let Q- (Y, M, P, sx), the stochastic program takes the form:

Min cRR+ ccC + E[Q(R, C\Q)]
s.t.

•K-min S -K> S: Umax

Omin < C < C,-Z ^max

where

Q(R,C;tv)= Min cexe + cgxg - r(xa + xc -f xg)
s.t. (7a,b,c,d,e,f,g)

Xai Xdt Xe, Xgi S2 ^ 0.

The RSD algorithm will be used to solve the above problem. An alternative
stochastic programming formulation to the one above is one that bounds the ex
pected value of the recourse problem, which would therefore appear in the first
stage constraint set instead of the objective function of (P). Minimizing the 1st
stage costs of the reservoir and canal while ensuring that second stagedecisions are
such that a certain profit level is achieved is an example of this type offormulation.
An algorithm for thi3 variation of the standard two-stage stochastic program with
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recourse is proposed in Yakowitz (1992). It involves the introduction of an exact
penalty term into the objective function of the master program.

Cost coefficients, distributions of the random variables and other parameter
values used for this example problem and the algorithm implementation appear in
the appendix to this paper.

Results

The RSD algorithm was applied to the problem above using 5 independently gen
erated streams of the continuous random variables (see Appendix for distribution
information).

Figure 1 is a plot of the incumbent objective value estimates from one of the five
replications showing iterations 300 through 1519 when the algorithm terminated.
Notice that the estimates lack monotonicity from iteration to iteration but exhibit
an increasing trend. From iteration 1000 till termination the change in objective
function was less than 0.02% of the termination value.

Figure 2 is a plot of the norm of d in moving from one incumbent solution to the
next for the same replication as above (iteration 600 through 1519). In iterations
when the incumbent does not change, the norm of d is 0. Note that between iteration
600 and 1400 the incumbent changed every iteration.

-13.08
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600

iteration number (k)

Figure 1. Plot of incumbent objective estimates: iterations 3U0 - 1519.
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Average (std. dev.)

# of iterations 1793 (165)

avg. # of cuts 3.39 (0.01)

# re-estimations 381 (36)

cardinality ofVT 7.6 (0.6)

relative error in F 0.0035 (0.0004)

Figure 2. Plot of \\dk\\: iterations 600 - 1519. TABLE 1. Summary of RSD rep
lications at termination

Table 1 summarizes the results with averages over the 5 replications of the
indicated quantities: average number of iterations, average number of cuts in the
master programs, average number of times the incumbent cut was re- estimated and
the average cardinallity of the the set Vk at termination (k = T). With continuous
random variables the optimal value of the objective function is unknown. Therefore
reported in Table. 1 is the relative error in the objective value estimates at the
terminal incumbent. We use the average deviation from the sample mean of the
terminal incumbent objective value, based on anindependent sample ofsize 3000, as
a fraction of the sample mean objective value. Standard deviations associated with
the replications appear in parentheses. All five replications satisfied the stopping
conditions at termination.

The apparent convergence of the incumbent sequence and the stability of the
objective function estimates as indicated by the strict stopping rules for all five
trials suggests that the algorithm performs quite well for this example. The RSD
algorithm appears to be a computationally viable alternative to other stochastic
programming methods that require discrete random variables, or the discretization
of continuous ones, before those methods can be used. Other computational tests
of the algorithm appear in Yakowitz (1994).

APPENDIX

Parameter values for the example problem are not based on an actual example. We
have assumed that a total of 22,500 acres (9105.5 hectares (ha)) are to be supplied
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with adequate water for cotton. Some information such as water requirements and
the cost of CAP water was obtained from Wilson (1992). Initial solution was set at
•ft = -ttjnazj **s = ^max'

cR = $60.00 /acre foot ($486.40//ia •m)

cc = $25.00 /acre foot ($202.68//ia •m)

Rmin = 10,000 acre feet (1,233.5 ha •m)

Rmax = 250,000 acre feet (30,837.5 ha •m)
Cmin = 90,000 acre feet (11,101.5 /ia •m)

Cmai = 135,000 acre feet (16,652.25 ha •m)

r = $175.00 /acre foot ($1,418.73 /ha •m)

ce = $52.00 /acre foot ($421.56 /ha •m)

c^ = $35.00 /acre foot ($283.75 /ha •m)

u>mm = 90,000 acre feet (11,101.5 ha •m)
wimai = 135,000 acre feet (16,652.25 ha •m)

The annual inflow, y, is assumed to be gamma(a,b) distributed with a=180,000acre
feet (22,203.0 ha-rn), b=l/2. The annual downstream demand is M = ~Y.Annual
precipitation, P is assumed for this example to be gamma(a) distributed with pa
rameter a=22,000 acre feet (2,713.7 ha- m).The initial storage of the reservoir, s1?
is assumed to be uniformly distributed between ^R and R.

The following parameters were used in all replications: \i = 0.25 (the new in
cumbent parameter); e = 0.005 (termination tolerance); A = 0.25 (exponential
smoothing parameter).

The convergence analysis of RSD requires that only those cuts with indices in Jk
need be retained. However, the current implementation also retains those cuts which
are tight at the current-incumbent solution in iterations when the incumbent does
not change. That is,at most rii+1 cuts such that a^+/?jfcXfc = o^* +/??*£*, J ^ Jk~X
are also retained. Thus, we retain at most 2rt\ + 3 cuts in each iteration.

An indication of the stability of the objective function before termination was
determined by satisfying (6) with rjk = A/^fc(xjt) -f- (1 - X)Tjk-i. We also require
that in the iterations that the incumbent changes, we have pk < e where pk =
A||djt|| + (1 —\)pk-\. If the incumbent has not changed, we require ||d^|| < e.

Termination of the algorithm was considered only if the cardinality of the set
Vk remained the same for at least 50 iterations.

Linear programs were solved using the XMP algorithm of Marsten (1987).
Quadratic programs were solved with ZQPCVX of Powell (1986). Gamma dis
tributions were generated using Best's rejection algorithm XG in Devroye (1986).
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